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Mrk 573: X-ray (blue), radio (purple) visible HST (gold)

NGC 5728 schematic view (Shin +19)

BH mass correlates with galaxy properties
Implying a connection between BH growth and galaxy evolution.
Role of black holes in galaxy evolution?
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AGN (active galactic nuclei) feedback
•

BHs may play a key role in galaxy evolution by quenching star formation.

Alexander & Hickox 2012

Gas outflows – channel of AGN feedback?

AGN-driven outflows in Mrk 573

Gas outflows – channel of AGN feedback?
•

Demography: are outflows ubiquitous in AGN?
(Bae & Woo 14, Woo+16, Woo+17, Bae & Woo 17, Kang+17, Rakshit & Woo 18)

•

Size: how large are these outflows?
(e.g., Nesvadba+07, Harrison+14, Karouzos+16a, Husemann+16, Kang+18).

•

Energetics: how much mass and energy in outflows?

•

Impact: Suppress or trigger SF?
(e.g., Greene+12, Liu+13, Cresci+15, Vilar-Martin+16, Karouzos+16b).

•

Time scale: instantaneous vs. delayed
(e.g., Woo+17, etc)

•

Overall effect: on galaxy evolution?

Outflow study in 3 ways
Investigations at SNU:
1. Outflow demography – using SDSS type 1 & 2 AGNs:
•

how strong, how common, how related to AGN energetics?
(Bae & Woo 14, Woo+16, Woo+17, Bae & Woo 17, Kang+17, Rakshit & Woo 18.)

•

Connection to star formation: negative or positive feedback? (Woo+17)

2. Integral field spectroscopy – using local type 2 AGNs:
•

IFU data: Complex nature of outflows and SF
(Karouzos+16a, Karouzos+16b, Bae+17, Kang & Woo 18, Ruo+19 submitted)

3. Kinematical modeling – 3D outflow models & MC simulations
•

intrinsic properties of outflows? (Bae & Woo 16)

•

PSF smearing effect (Shin & Woo in prep.)

[OIII] λ5007 traces ionized gas outflows.

[OIII]

Narrow core: virial component
Broad wing: outflow component

•
•

A majority of luminous AGNs have a
broad wing - Outflows are common.

•

Hβ

Outflow kinematics are measured based on the total profile of [OIII]
•

σOIII (Velocity dispersion) compared to stellar VD.

•

VOIII (velocity shift) w.r.t the systemic velocity.
wavelength (Å)

Outflows are ubiquitous in luminous AGNs.
•
•

Outflow signature is very common (~100% in luminous AGN)
based on SDSS AGNs at z < 0.3 (39,000 type 2s & 8,000 type 1s)
[OIII]

Woo+16, Rakshit & Woo 18

Hα

Kang+17

Delayed feedback or gas depletion? (Woo+17)
• Strong outflow (& high Edd.) AGNs are on the SF main sequence.
• Weak outflow (& low Edd.) AGNs show lower sSFR.

Delayed feedback or gas depletion? (Woo+17)
high Eddington

?

+ strong outflow
+ MS-like SFR

low Eddington
+ weak outflow
+ low SFR

• Delayed AGN feedback?
1) Gas supply triggers SF + AGN: AGN (& outflows) and SF coexist.
2) Delayed feedback: Outflows starts impacting on ISM after dynamical
time scales (106-7 yrs ?)
3) Decreasing SFR and AGN activity (low Eddington, weak outflows)
•

Transition due to gas depletion?
No causality between AGN and SF

Complex nature of the outflow-SF connection
•

~100 luminous type 2 AGNs with Gemini/VLT/Magellan

•

Inside-out structure (center dominated by AGN – no SF? negative feedback?

•

SF (or LINER) ring at the edge of outflows – positive feedback? no complete expel

•

Overall impact?

Gemini GMOS-IFU results
(Karouzos+16a,16b, see also Kang+18, Ruo+19)

Kinematically-measured outflow size
σ* (km/s)

•

We measure the outflow size
based on spatially resolved
kinematics.

•

Outflow size is typically
smaller than photoionization
size (Routflow ≠ RNLR)

•

Outflow size is more relevant
than photoionization size in
AGN feedback context.

J1339+1425

Kang & Woo +18

Outflow size correlates with AGN luminosity
Based on IFU data SDSS type 2 AGNs at z< 0.1

•

Routflow ~ L0.3

•

Routflow is relatively small (1-5 kpc)
– no effect on the disk scales?

•

By inferring outflow size from
LOIII, we can determine outflow
energetics for a large sample of
AGNs

Kang & Woo 18, Luo+ 19

IFU studies - nearby AGN vs. high-z AGN
•
1.
2.
3.

Nearby AGN (e.g., Manga)
Detailed study
Luminosity-limited due to volume effect
Quiescent epoch z~0

•

Low-z AGN – sweet spot

•
1.
2.
3.

High-z AGN
Spatial resolution limited
High-luminosity
Peak of activity at z~2

IFU study with FOCAS-IFU
Subaru FOCAS IFU
a factor of 4 larger FoV than GMOS-IFU

VLT MIUSE – large FoV, south
Gemini GMOS-IFU – small FoV

Summary
•

AGN-driven gas outflows are ubiquitous among luminous AGNs.

•

Strong outflow AGNs are on the SF main sequence while no outflow
AGNs have much lower sSFR, implying delayed AGN feedback.

•

Kinematically-determined size of the outflows is relatively small
(smaller than photoionization size), implying that the global impact
on a large disk scale is limited.

•

We determine the outflow size – luminosity relation.

•

Among the most powerful outflow AGNs in the present-day (z
< 0.3), we do not find an evidence of instantaneous SF quenching.

•

The nature BH-galaxy coevolution is still unclear. Well-defined
spatially resolved studies will provide more concrete understanding
of the radiative feedback.

